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QuickStaff helps businesses manage their 
part-time staff

BACKGROUND The product solves the pain of coordinating 
staff for events like weddings, photo shoots, 
etc. It’s meant to be extremely simple without 
requiring long setup from part time staff. 



PROBLEM

Poor conversion of newly signed up users 

The product is appealing and offers simplicity 
without unnecessary extras. However, many 
first time users would struggle with initial set 
up. This would lead to prolonged product 
adoption and customer hand holding.



Original sign up flow: Landing page

BEFORE



Original sign up flow: Registration

BEFORE



Original sign up flow: User workspace

BEFORE



ANALYSIS

Initial set up hinders adoption

Initial sign up flow was built around adding 
staff contacts first. However, most users 
would want to see the value first. I.e. before 
committing to the work of adding staff, they 
want to see how the product actually works. 



SOLUTION

Showcase the product by turning set up into a 
demonstration

The entire marketing promise is around speed 
and starting in seconds. I designed the new 
flow around creating the first event. 

Additionally, this processed is presented as a 
wizard breaking down multiple decisions into 
several screens to simplify progress.



The first step simplifies set up by providing options for most common 
customer types. Each option prefilled with common settings.

NEW FLOW



Demonstrating product features through set up. Can easily be filled with 
dummy data

NEW FLOW



Adding staff is now the final step, and can be easily completed or skipped.

NEW FLOW



Addressed a common concern for new users: How does staff invite looks?

NEW FLOW



The flow results in a unit of value – a created event. The new user now has 
gone thorough the steps of creating one and can repeat them now for an 
actual event or easily edit this one.

NEW FLOW



Learning by doing

The new flow trains a new user on the product 
by creating the first event and delivers the 
Aha! Moment as a result.

This closes the loop of promising value –
delivering value. Now that the first unit of 
value has been delivered, there is an initial 
trust in the product. This user is more likely to 
stick around and continue exploring other 
features. 

SYNOPSIS
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